TODAY’S TOP STORIES

1. Aspen Dental launches 3rd annual Healthy Mouth Movement, DENTSPLY price objective reaches $57 & more — 6 key notes Full story

2. Health insurer files $2.5B class-action suit over risk corridor program shortfall Full story

3. Anthem BCBS provides cost estimates for dental procedures — 4 observations Full story

4. Drs. Irvine McCaine, Jennifer Cornell & more — 31 dentists making headlines Full story

5. Warren Buffett: 7 things to avoid in management Full story

6. United Concordia to take over Tricare’s dental contract, expands military dental benefits: 5 takeaways Full story

7. Love it or hate it? 11 insights into what Epic users really think Full story

8. Dr. Stacey Zaikoski participates in 'Give Kids a Smile' — 3 notes Full story

9. No decisions on big hospital mergers until 2017,
Choosing the Right Business Entity
A Must-Read Paper for Aspiring Practice Owners who are Searching for the Right Business Model
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